
How to Repair a Jewelly Ring
 

If you have broken or damaged a precious piece of jewelry, you should consider getting it

repaired. This article will go over various types of repairs, including ring sizing, Chain repair,

and Prong repair. You will also learn how to repair broken shanks. Listed below are the steps

to take in order to repair your jewelry. This article also includes some useful links to get you

started. Listed below are some tips on jewelry resizing. 

tns diamonds sizing 

 

A jeweler specializing in jewelry repairs should perform ring sizing before making any other

changes to the piece. This procedure involves altering the size of the ring, adding or

removing metal. Depending on the design of the ring, this may require cutting or removing

stones. The metal is then matched to the existing one. The ring is then polished and cleaned

by a jeweler. 

 

A jeweler who performs ring sizing for jewelry repairs should be able to give you a precise fit.

Some jewelers only resize rings that they sold. Others will do it for free if the customer brings

in the ring in its original size. Regardless of the reason, ring sizing for jewerly repair in NYC is

essential for a comfortable fit. A jeweler with expertise in ring sizing will be able to

recommend the right size for a particular ring and provide advice for preventing ring rolling. 

Chain repair 

 

If your jewelery chain is damaged, it's worth investigating repair options. Many pieces of

jewelry can be repaired, but not all repairs are created equal. Some jewelers may not even

attempt to fix a broken piece of jewelry. However, if your jewelry is within a standard

thickness of 1.4mm, a jeweler should be able to fix the piece of jewelry for you. In these

cases, a jeweler will need to cut the broken link open and thread it through another link.

Then, they'll use solder to seal the gap shut. 

 

A chain can be damaged through acute trauma, like hanging it up or taking it off while you

wear it. In most cases, the damage is localized. Individual links can be repaired through laser

welding or soldering. Make sure not to stretch the repaired piece, or it won't last long. You

can also look for problems with the clasp, which will lead to further repair costs. And if you

want to maintain the quality of your jewelery, consider setting up a repair section. 

Prong repair 

 

There are several methods to fix prongs on your jewelery. The most common one involves

adding gold solder to the existing prong. The replacement metal is bonded to the setting

using a torch. This method requires a high level of heat, so only faceted stones can undergo

prong repair. Jewelers may also use laser technology to fix jewelry. This method ensures a

clean result and less risk to surrounding stones. 

 

Another popular way to repair jewelry is to replace prongs. Rings have small prongs, which

hold gemstones securely in place. Over time, these prongs can become worn down or

https://www.tnsdiamonds.com/custom-diamond-watch-bezels/


completely broken. In this case, a skilled jeweler can replace the prong, re-tip it, or fix the

prongs. If you're not comfortable repairing your jewelry yourself, you should seek

professional help. 

Broken shank repair 

 

There are a few different ways to fix a broken shank in jewerly. The simplest method involves

using pliers to bend the gold until it is flush with the other side. Next, hard solder is applied to

the seam. This is where the new shank goes. It is then soldered into place. When the repair

is complete, the ring will be ready to wear again. Here are some tips to make this repair

easier: 

 

Depending on the damage, the price of the ring will be different. If the shank is cracked, the

jeweler will supply a new solid piece of precious metal to fix it. tns diamonds will include the

costs of resizing the ring. The higher the difference in size, the more material and labor will

be needed. Moreover, more valuable the metal, the higher the price. So, if your shank is

cracked, make sure to go to a jeweler who is reputable and has a good reputation. 

Rhodium plating 

 

If your jewelery has a scratch or chip, you can get it repaired or plated by a jewelry shop. The

process involves cleaning and polishing the piece of jewelry. It then gets dipped into an

ultrasonic unit to remove any debris that could hinder the rhodium from adhering. Afterward,

the jewelry is rinsed in an electrocleaning base. You should keep it away from chemicals and

residue that can wear away the rhodium coating. 

 

Before rhodium plating, it is imperative to carefully clean the item of jewelry. The solution

used for electroplating contains sulfuric acid, which is a dangerous substance. In addition,

the process produces acidic fumes. Wear a protective mask or use a well-ventilated room to

avoid respiratory complications. If the item of jewelry is soft, it may have to be removed

before rhodium plating. 

Custom design work 

 

Custom design work for jewelry repairs is an important step in maintaining and restoring your

favorite piece of jewelry. A talented jeweler will work with you to design and create a beautiful

piece, based on your design. In-store care is also included, and the work is often carried out

by a skilled and experienced jewelry repair technician. Custom design work for jewelry

repairs is often a great option for weddings, anniversaries, or birthdays.

https://www.tnsdiamonds.com/product/flower-vvs-diamond-stud-earrings-invisible-round-setting-in-18k-white-gold-2-0-2/

